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HOPE COLLEGE ANCHOR
Hope College — Holland, Michigan
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BRITAIN, YALE, HOPE MEET HERE IN DEBATE

DeWitt Names
"Our Town" Cast

Coeds Represent
Hope at M.S.U.
Hope College is sending nine
delegates to Michigan State University this week-end for the national convention of the InterCollegiate Association of Women
Students. This is the first time
t h a t the convention has been held
in Michigan.
Those women students elected to
represent Hope a r e : Ethel Ann
Peelen, J a n e Mac Eachron, Sue
Klyn, Rosemarie Kish, Joyce Leighley, Sandy Dressel, Judy Mulder,
Doris Stickle and Winona Keizer.
Expenses will be paid by the college and by the profits received
from a pizza party held at Durfee
last night.
Thirteen colleges in Michigan
are co-operating with Michigan
State University in hostessing the
convention. Hope is in charge of
presenting a Dutch setting f o r the
noon meal on Monday. Miniature
windmills and wooden shoes, donated by the Wooden Shoe Factory,
will decorate the tables. Also,
tulips which have been made by
the Hope delegation will add t h a t
certain touch of Spring to the
setting.
Approximately 400-500 delegates
from more than 140 colleges a r e
expected to attend the convention
which begins on March 23 and
lasts until March 26. The theme
will be "As We See It, the Role of
the Educated Woman as Student
and Citizen." Pauline Fredricks,
NBC news correspondent at the
United Nations, has been selected
as the main speaker.

respectively around whom the plot
evolves.

Meirion

L. M o r g a n

Lindahl Presents
Clarinet Recital
Charles Lindahl, clarinetist, will
present his Senior Recital Thursday, March 28, at 8:30 P.M. in the
Music Auditorium.

Mr. Anthony

Kooiker will assist at the piano.
Mr.

Lindahl,

pupil

of

Arthur

Hills, has also studied with Jerome
Stowell of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra and Girio Giofi of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Included in next Thursday's program

will be

Mozart's Concerto

Rondo, Brahms' Sonata for Clarinet and Piano, Op. 120, No. 2, Debussey's Premiere Rhapsody, and
Ballade

in

Re

Minor,

by

Le

Boucher.
Lindahl

is a

member

of

Kappa Aeta Nu, and is Music Edi-

Judy Rypma, Shirley Doyle, John
Izenbart,

Kaluf,

Larry

Virginia

Akker,

Art

Martin, Carol Nieusma, Peter deMoya, Greta Weeks, Truman Raak,
Myron Kaufman, Len Rowell, Vern
Hoffs and Zoe Gideon.

to

South America

A1 Roller, tor of Opus, 1957.
Mel VanHatten, Carol Ten Haken,
Marvin

Sends

Ambassador

Robert VanderAarde,

Pangburn,

1957

Tomorrow night the annual Penny Carnival, sponsored by W.A.L.
will take place in Carnegie Gym. Fraternities and sororities will compete f o r financial returns, to purchase new facilities and improved
methods of teaching retarded children at Prestatie Huis.
For admission to "Alice In Wonderland", Susie Graves is planning
a unique entrance fee. Each girl will pay a penny per inch according
to the length of her hair. "Each boy will be charged according to the
circumference of his bicep" says Elena Bylsma, chairman of the event.
For the A.S.A. booth, Diane
Sluyter has been constructing "The
Teahouse of the March Chick." The
game here will be penny pitching
and little chicks will be given away
as prizes.
The fun-house is a g a i n the
project of Delphi. It has been
Barbara Ann Emmick, freshman called "Alice's Spook House" by
from Holland, Michigan, has been D o n n a Hoogerhyde who is in
named Holland Community Am- charge.
bassador for 1957. The announceJan Abma is planning the Dorment was made by Dr. Brown, ian skit this year. The theme is
president of the Community Am- "Alice Sees the Students at Hope".
bassador Association.
Between acts the "Mad Hatter" will
sing.
Barbara was chosen from a field
The Sib booth, centered around
of 10 applicants all of whom were
the theme "Why the Rabbit Was
from the Holland area according
Late", involves a balloon shaving
to a new rule effective this year.
game. Tedda De Vries was selected
She has chosen Chile as the counby her sorority to take charge of
t r y to visit and thus she will be
this activity.
the first ambassador to a South
A musical game, called the cake
American country.
walk, is the project of Sorosis.
Barbara will become one of ten Helen Wade is the chairman of this
students who also have chosen to group.
The fraternities are also busy
visit the same country. The group
will travel to Chile together and with their projects. Bob Vander
upon arrival each student will be- Aarde, chairman for the Arkies, is
come part of a family for about working out the theme "Who Will
four weeks. Then the group of It Be—Tweedle Dum or Tweedle
ten students in addition to 10 D e e ? " These t w o Wonderland
young people made up f r o m the characters will be targets for ball
families will travel through and throwers. Those who hit the tarin the mountains and take exten- gets will release/raw eggs on the
heads of two Arties.
sive sight-seeing trips.
The Cosmos, with Bob Murphy
While at Hope, Barbara is plan- as chairman, are also working on
ning to major in Spanish, with the a ball throwing booth. Those who
present plans of becoming a teach- hit their t a r g e t will cause a Cosmo
er. During the first semester she to fall into a pool of water.
achieved an all " A " record. She is
Allen Grube has been chosen by
also active in the Band and Or- the Emmies to plan their booth. It
chestra, a member of Alpha Sigma will be a d a r t game with balloons
Alpha, a member of the Spanish for the target.
Club, and a member of WAA.
Candles will be the targets of
the F r a t e r s in their water gun
In high school she was an outshooting range. Harry Voss is in
standing student graduating as
charge of this booth.
salutatorian of her class. She reThe Knicks, under the leadership
ceived the prized Randal Bosch
of Bob Kessler, are building a jail.
service award, was a member of
Anyone can jail an enemy but it
the Pan-American club and won
(Continued on page 6)
the English trophy.

Holland

Mr.

The rest of the cast consists of:

22,

Wonderland Promised at
Annual Penny Carnival

Two British debaters, Meirion
Lloyd Davies and Gareth Morison
Kilby Morgan, will debate here
against Robert Winter and Guy
Vander Jacht on Wednesday, March
27. Mr. Davies and Mr. Morgan
were selected from ni^e universities in Great Britain to represent
the British Isles at various colleges and universities in the Eastern United States.
These young men will be kept
busy while they are at Hope. Their
first activity will be a debate at
11:00 Wednesday morning before
an all-college assembly. Speaking
on the topic "Resolved: That the
United States should Discontinue
Direct Economic Aid to Foreign
Countries", they will take the negative views as opposed to Robert
Winter, senior, and John Van Dam,
sophomore, who will debate the
G a r e t h M . K. Davies
affirmative.
The climax of the day will be at
7:00 when the topic "Resolved:
That Nationalism is a Menace to
Mankind" is debated. At this time
Mr. Morgan and Mr. Guy Vander"Our Town" by Thorton Wilder
jact, of Yale Theological Seminary,
will present the affirmative and will be presented by Palette &
Mr. Davies and Mr. Winter will Masque May 6 and 7. The producpresent the negative.
,
tion will be given as a theater in
At 4:00 the International Relathe round in the Music building
tions Club will be host to the
speakers at an informal discussion auditorium at 8:00 P.M. Mr. Dale
S. DeWitt will direct the play with
meeting.
Meirion Lloyd Davies is a stu- Aileen McGoldrick as assistant dident at the University College of rector.
North Wales, Bangor, having gradThe play opens depicting a typuated in 1954 with his B. A. from
the University of Wales, second in ical day in the small New Hampclass honors in Philosophy. His shire town of Grovers Corners.
post-graduate work f o r his M. A. Sewell Hayes is the stage manager
was completed in 1956, and he is who narrates and takes care of all
presently studying f o r his B.D. in
the stagesettings and properties
Theology.
throughout the whole play. Adele
He has held several prominent
Dingee and George Van Emburg
(Continued on page 5)
are Emily Webb and George Gibbs

March

IN MEMORIUM
In memory of Thomas James
Zwemer, born November 13,
1938, ^ied March 11, 1957.

Dorians, Cosmos

Choir Tours In Five States As Symphonette Tours East
Dr. Robert Cavanaugh has an- Arizona, Colorado, Nebraska, Iowa,
nounced that plans have been com- and Illinois.
pleted for the two-week concert
Dr. Cavanaugh, director of the
tour of the Hope College Chapel
choir
and head of the music deChoir.
partment, received his A.B. from
The choir will leave Holland on the University of Wisconsin. He
March 31st and will tour through was granted a Master of Music
Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, Min- degree f r o m the American Connesota, and Iowa. Performance will servatory of Music in 1940, and
be given in the following cities: came to Hope in the same year.
Chicago and St. Anne, Illinois; He received his doctorate in musiSheboygan Falls, Oostburg, Wa- cology in 1953 from the University
pun, and Baldwin, Wisconsin; Rose- of Michigan.
land, Chandler, and Preston, Minnesota; and Titonka, Sheldon, and
Symphonette Leaves April I
Sioux Center, Iowa. On Saturday,
April 13, the choir will return to
The Hope College Symphonette,
Holland.
under the direction of Dr. Morrette
Rider, has scheduled a Spring ConThe Hope College Chapel Choir
cert tour in the states of Ohio,
began touring in 1953, when it rePennsylvania, New York, and New
ceived an invitation to participate
Jersey.
in the Easter Dawn services in
Radio City Music Hall. Since that
Dr. Rider announced t h a t the
time it has made three eastern group of twenty-seven musicians,
trips and in 1955 went on a west- selected f r o m the regular sixty
ern tour, performing in California, piece college orchestra, will leave

Holland, April 1, and return April
13. The first concert will be presented in Cleveland, Ohio. The
itinerary includes the cities of
H a r r i s b u r g , Philadelphia and
Churchville, Pennsylvania; Clifton,
New Brunswick and Nutley, New
Jersey; and Flushing, Ravenna,
New Paltz, Herkimer, North Tarrytown and Niagara Falls, New York.
Three programs are being made
available to audiences on this
year's tour including a full length
evening program, a somewhat
lighter program f o r junior and
senior high school students, and
a specially prepared children's program f o r grades three through six.
All programs will include a wide
variety of music f r o m all periods
and will feature student soloists
on various instruments.
Featured soloist with the Symphonette will be Mr. Anthony
Kooiker, pianist of the Hope College music department.

Win Sing Cups
Victory at the seventeenth annual All College Sing was tasted
by the Dorian Sorority and the
Cosmopolitan Fraternity last Friday night. The Dorians, directed
by Ann Bloodgood, were awarded
the coveted sing cup for their rendition of "Thumbelina." The Cosmos, directed by Neil Petty, stepped into the winner's circle with
the well known "Oklahoma."
In the runner-up positions were
the Delphi Sorority, led by Carol
Beuker, singing the popular "Surry
With the Fringe On Top", and the
Fraternal Society, led by Gordon
Meeusen, singing "With a Little
Bit of Luck."
While the judges "went into a
huddle" the audience was amused
by the Hope-Ives under the "baton"
of Mrs. Richard Rhem and by the
Durfee Waiters directed by Gordon
Hondorp.
Judges were Miss Margaret Van
Vyven, Mr. Willard Fast, and Mr.
Henry Hungerford.
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Letters to the Editor

Member Associated Collegiate Press
PRESS

Dear Editor:
Published bi-weekly by and for the students of Hope College except
In a letter in the last issue of
during holiday and examination periods, under the authority of
the Anchor, Mr. Arie Brouwer
the Student Council Publications Board.
stated that Religious Emphasis
Entered as second class matter at the post office of Holland, Michigan, Week should have for its purpose
at a special rate of postage provided for in section 1103 of Act of the establishing of a "vital union
with Christ." I heartily agree with
Congress, October 3, 1917, and authorized October 19, 1918.
this objective, but I would ask,
Subscription Rate: $1.00 per school year to non-student subscribers.
does Mr. Brouwer imply by his
letter t h a t the motivation in ChrisEDITORIAL STAFF
tianity is exclusively emotional ?
Editor-in-Chief
Virginia Vanderborgh In reply to his letter (as I underAssistant Editor
David Spaan stand his implication), I would say
Managing Editor
Frederick Brown t h a t reason, not emotion, should be
News Editor
Jane Gouwens the guiding factor in Christianity.
Feature Editor
Lynn Van't Hof I do not mean reason without emoSociety Editors
Joyce Leighley, Henry Doele tion, or reason without action, but
Sports Editors
June Short, Bob Van Wart reason guiding will, emotion, and
Copy Editor
Sally Schneider action.
Make-Up Editors
Darlene Elzinga, Janice Peck
Against this understanding of
Rewrite Editors
Mary Anne Vollink, William Means the use of reason, the argument is
Art and Photography Editor
John Heins ^ f t e n stated in rebuttal that you
Proofreader
Mary Alice Ferguson c a n n o t understand Christianity
through the use of reason; you can
BUSINESS STAFF
understand it "only f r o m the inBusiness Manager
Fredric R. Birdsall side." Now, this idea has a justiAdvertising Managers
Charles Hesselink, Ronald Lokhorst fiable and also an unjustifiable
Circulation Managers
Gardner Kissack, Arthur Martin meaning. If one means by it that
Bookkeeping Manager
John Fragale only Christians really experience
the fullness and fulfillment of life
in Christ, as I think Mr. Brouwer's
letter means on its literal level, I
certainly agree. But if one means
that you cannot explain enough of
Christianity to make it reasonable
to an altruistic non-Christian, then
ITe believe
thai a college
newspaper
should
be three things:
an
I disagree.
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From the

EDITOR'S DESK
College Cabbage
Back in 1823, when Henry Wadsworth Longfellow was a sophomore
at Bowdoin, a typical term bill was only $15.01, including $8 tuition,
$3.34 for chamber rent, and $1.10 f o r sweeping and bed making.
There is a drastic difference between Longfellow's bill and the
typical Hope College semester fee for 1957. Today boarding students
pay a total of $540 for one semester, which includes $225 for tuition,
$190 f o r board, and $125 f o r room.

(Beds are made and floors kept

clean( ?) by the students themselves.) In addition, many Hope students
pay special lab, applied music, matriculation, and extra hours fees.
Hope students may feel that they are not receiving the most for
their money. Complaints concerning meals, dormitory facilities, athletic
equipment, etc., are frequent campus conversation.
seems to be a typical college situation.

This, however,

Certainly we ought to be

aware of corresponding tuition rates in other Michigan educational
institutions.

Alma and Central Michigan Colleges charge $525 and

$539 respectively per semester.

One of the highest tuition rates is

charged at Calvin, $775 per semester. However, it must be understood
t h a t this rate is for out-of-state boarding students and is flexible.
Most of the MIAA schools charge slightly higher fees than does Hope.
Hillsdale students pay $685, Kalamazoo and Albion each $625.
Our administration is proud t h a t they are able to operate Hope
College for as little money as they do. Moreover, the Reformed Church
in America, the state of Michigan, and private benefactors (see Steffens
Announces $$ Grants . . . page 5) help to balance the treasurer's books,
and provide total or partial scholarships f o r nearly one quarter of
our student body.

Don't

Drive

RUSS

y

By — D r i v e

ALL S T E A K H A M B U R G S
Home Mode Pie, Ice Cream

••••••••••••

h

In

reality who would pay any attention to something t h a t is not worth
anything at all? Clearly, no! Man
is inherently valuable.
Perhaps you may consider t h a t I
have given undue attention to the
stressing of this one point of the
inherent value of man. I might
well have given as much effort to
such Christian ideas as the imperative f o r man's freedom, the
imperative f o r man's responsibility,
and the imperative f o r human feeling. But I wanted to make one
point just as convincingly clear as
possible, because if the idea itself
of searching into Christianity in
this way is once accepted, I believe
t h a t other such points as I have
just mentioned w i l l inevitably
t h r u s t themselves upon the thinking man's being.
The mind is a part of the total
being of man and rightfully ought
to serve as the guide for man's
whole being in his quest for God.
The only alternative is not thinking at all. We ought to t r y with
all the power at our command to
use our minds to their greatest
capacity. If we do not, we shall
fail much more certainly and completely to use all of our faculties
f o r their proper end. If we do use
our minds in this way. We shall
liberate our Christianity f r o m one
of the most serious sources of its
blindness.

The
Rao
with Agnes Fiddlefaddle
Dear Mom and Dad:
Well, I guess it's just about time
f o r you to receive another letter
from your little girl.
I had the neatest dream last
night. It was windy outside and I
was scared! Well, I dreamt that
a great tornado swept the country,
and that the breezes were kind to
me. In the funnel were numbers
of boys, and as the tornado reached
my dorm, it gently emptied itself
right where I was standing. Then
— reality! My roomie woke me up
f o r Chapel. The boys were gone,
and suddenly I remembered that
I had no weekend dates again.

•)

4\

Guess w h a t ? The other night we
had the All-College Sing. Every
sorority sang a song and the judges
decided who was best. The f r a t e r nities did the same. Well, I was
all excited! You know how I LOVE
to sing. But, during practice the
other day the director told me that
my voice was so special that she
wanted me to save it f o r another
time., She praised the wonderful
quality of MONOtone t h a t I had.
So, I just opened my mouth up and
down to the music. If I'm to have
a big solo later on, I'd better save
my voice!

If one doubts that Christianity
can be explained in the second
If there is sincere disagreement
sense, then I hope earnestly t h a t
with
the views expressed in this
the following thoughts will be
Next week I'm going out with
given serious consideration. In the letter, f u r h e r exploration cannot
Wilbur — remember Wilbur? He
story of the Good Samaritan, if but f u r t h e r the cause of truth.
always plans such different dates!
the Samaritan had turned his back
Sewell Hayes
This time he suggested t h a t we go
on the man in the ditch, we would
observe submarine races at Kollen
say that such an act is un-ChrisPark. Golly, Holland must have
tian. Yet, let us examine what we
Gentlemen:
gone to a lot of trouble to have
have said. We do not know whether
As you probably recall, Hope's planned a big deal like that. Wilthe man in the ditch is a good man
bur is picking me up at 10:00.
or a bad man. We know that he campus was the scene of the 1957
Won't t h a t be a little dark f o r a
is a Jew, but this circumstance has Conference of the Midwest Region
race?
I asked Wilbur, and he said
nothing whatever to do with his of International Relations Clubs on
t h a t didn't make any difference,
goodness or badness. We do notj! March 8 and 9. On behalf of all
'cause submarines can't be seen in
know anything alse about this man those responsible f o r the conferthe daylight either. I'm kinda conexcept t h a t he needs help. In other ence, indeed, in the name of all the
fused.
words, what we have asserted is delegates f r o m other colleges and
Well, I must sign off, Mother.
this: man is worth helping. If man universities, I should like to thank
is worth helping, then man is valu- Hope's student body and adminis- Give Daddy oodles of kisses from
able. Therefore, is it not fair to tration f o r the splendid fashion in his little daughter.
Miss me,
say that, f o r one thing, Christianity which they met the problems and
opportunities
connected
with
the
stands f o r the inherent value of
Your little Agnes
event.
man?
The response was most g r a t i f y But perhaps one still doubts t h a t
man is inherently worth anything. ing. Particularly I should like to
Perhaps he says t h a t only good mention the valiant service of the
men are worth anything. If he Durfee waiters during three ban- HEARTHSIDE —
insists on this stand, he faces such quets and the generous coopera— HANDCRAFTS
questions as these. How can we tion of Mr. Visscher. Similarly the
HANDMADE GIFTS
say that any man is all good? Or Student Council was instrumental
"Next to Warm Friend Tavern"
if he defines good men as men in providing the campus tours and
having more goodness than bad- in sponsoring the P a r t y at the Litness in them, what man is there erary Club which many delegates
who is capable of judging whether found so refreshing. Finally, to the
any particular man has more good- women of the faculty and to Mrs. ».• ».• *.* #,• #.• #,• *,* #.• »,• »,• #,• #,» »* #• #• #,• #.• #,• #.•
ness than badness in him? Or if Lubbers f o r the delightful recephe thinks t h a t he can do that, what tion, I should like to express our
WELCOME
man is there who is capable of collective thanks.
judging whether any particular
A number of letters have been
STUDENTS
man is ultimately good in the sight received f r o m other delegations
of God? Or if he thinks t h a t it is which comment very favorably on
YOU ARE ALWAYS
important only to know t h a t there their reception and stay at Hope,
WELCOME HERE . . .
are good men and bad men and and we realize t h a t what success
not which particular men are which, we achieved can be attributed largeMAKE OUR STORE
he still faces a situation which is ly to the unstinted cooperation reYOUR
unjustifiable under his own terms. ceived. We hope only t h a t those
HEADQUARTERS
He is making the giving of his who heard the lecture by Frederick
help depend upon his own sub- L. Schuman and participated in
FOR
jective judgment of the particular other scheduled events benefited
NAME BRAND
soul in question whose goodness or commensurately.
TOILETRIES . . .
badness is not ultimately known.
Very truly yours,
FANCY CANDY . . .
The only reasonable alternative is
Larry
A.
Siedentop
to say t h a t any understanding t h a t
STATIONERY . . .
General
Chairman
we have of the goodness or badness
of a % a r t i c u l a r man does not deVisit Our Fountain
termine whether he is inherently
worth anything.
But perhaps one might say t h a t
every man is not worth anything,
DRUG STORE
because every man is sinful. But
if sinfulness means worthlessness,
"The Friendly Store"
then why would God bother with
man at all? Is God the kind of a
• • • # » • » • • •
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Grade School German
Introduced by Ellert

What is a "moon calf"?
Nona Keizer: A calf instead of
a cow t h a t jumped over the moon.
Bruce Paul: A little, tiny moo
cow that stands in the middle of the
pasture at 12:00 midnight looking
at the moon and anticipating with
wild anxiety the glorious day of
her first milking.
Chuck Coulson: A bow-legged
girl.
Sue Klyn: A person who gazes
at the moon in the springtime because , he feels sentimental and
romantic.
Gene Klaaren: A cow that makes
out!

Top Knot Takes
Chic New Twist

Jerry Henderickson: A baby calf
born under a full moon.
Ron Beuker:
College Co-ed.

A typical

Hope

Tom Lubbers: It's what my
roomie. Bill Brookstra, does at
night before he goes to bed.
George Worden: A girl with
liquid brown eyes like a cow's,
mooning over some fellow.
Phil Toppen: A calf that resulted from the cow jumping over
the moon.
Carl Ver Beek: An illegitimate
cow.
Hang your heads Hope College
students. Webster's definition of
a moon cow is "an idiot." Hummm.

Band, Orchestra to
Combine for Concert

Spring has sprung
The grass is ris'
Look how long the girls' hair is!

Langejans & Kromann Will Solo

It's true! Everywhere we look,
we see girls letting their hair grow
longer and longer and longer. Why
are they growing their h a i r ? Well,
it seems chignons are the fad. In
case some of you are wondering, a
chignon, to quote Webster, is "a
knot or mass of hair, natural or
artificial, worn at the back or top
of the head." Because it's really
safer to have all the hair in one's
chignon attached to one's head
(though it's perfectly permissible
to w e a r artificial hair if it
matches!) most gals around here
are growing their own chignons.
Intricate mechanisms of collapsable bands of metal studded with
pearls or rhinestones are often
seen embracing a chignon at formal parties. Many times the chignon is completely obscured by a
small cover (or hat) worn over it.
This cover is a very nice thing if
one doesn't have quite enough hair
to round out a good-looking chignon, f o r she can give a marvelous
illusion of this latest vogue as she
appears at a tea or walks into
church.

The

Hope

College

Band

and

Orchestra will present a combined
concert on Tuesday, March 26th,
at 8:00 p.m. in the chapel.

In the fall of 1953, a f t e r more
than a year of planning with
school officials, an experimental
program of German instruction for
elementary school children was
launched in the Holland public
schools. The two fourth grades of
Longfellow school were selected for
the experimental group and Dr.
Ernest Ellert of the Hope College
Faculty taught each section for
twenty minutes daily. The children
were enthusiastic and the program
met the approval of most of their
parents. There were no books and
the children learned German just
as they had their own language
by listening, understanding slowly,
and imitating the teacher, who
spoke only German to them, putting across ideas by means of pictures and pantomine.
This one-year experiment was
such an unqualified success that
the school board and administration
decided to extend the opportunity
to learn a foreign language to all
elementary school children when
they reached fourth grade. In the
fall of 1954, therefore, a German
teacher and a Spanish teacher were
added to the public school staff.
Washington and Longfellow, and
Jefferson, when it opened in 1955,
were offered German, and Lincoln
and Van Raalte school children received Spanish instruction. At
present over 300 children in 4th,
5th, 6th, and 7th grades are learning German f r o m Mrs. Alice Klomparens, a native of Germany.

The first half of the program
will be given by the band, and will
consist of "Marche Militaire Francaise" by Saint-Saens, "Concerto
for the Tympani" by Weinberger,
and "An Original Suite" by Gordon
Jacobs.
Mr. Calvin Langejans,
tympanist, will be featured soloist
Although the elementary school
in the "Concerto f o r the Tympani", foreign language movement has
which also employs a brass choir.
spread rapidly throughout the naA f t e r the intermission, the or- tion, the Holland program conchestra will present its portion of tinues to a t t r a c t interest because
the program, which will include the there are few German programs
familiar Second Movement of the and also because it is part of the
F i f t h Symphony by Tchaikovsky. regular school curriculum and not
Also to be played are the first two merely a Saturday or a f t e r school
movements of Max Bruch's Violin activity f o r a few interested chilConcerto, with Miss Jean Kromann, dren. The instruction in Holland
is offered to all children in 4th
violinist, as soloist.
grade, but is limited in the succeedThe concert will conclude with
ing years to those who have done
"Victory At Sea" by Richard Rogwell during the first year and who
ers, a tone poem taken f r o m the
are also maintaining a satisfactory
background music of the television
standard in other subjects.
film documentary of the same name.
The American Association of
Teachers of German and the Modern Language Association have
both indicated their interest in the
local program. Dr. Ellert has
served on the National Advisory
Committee of the MLA for preparing a Teacher's Guide in German, and he has been appointed
Chairman of the AATG Committee
on teacher training, and he is a
member of a committee to establish a scholarship program f o r
prospective elementary school German teachers to spend a summer
in Germany.

Western Michigan's

GREETING CARD
CENTER
Featuring

" H A L L M A R K CARDS"
SAVE 2 0 %

O N ALL PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
RENTAL TYPEWRITERS

Downtown —

Next to Penney's

H O L L A N D

OFFICE
OUTFITTERS
£ STATIONERS

Holleman Attends
New York RCA Women's
Conference
Miss J a n t i n a Holleman, Assistant Professor in the Music Department, will be away f r o m the campus from March 18-21 to attend a
conference in New York of a committee called to study women's organizations of the R e f o r m e d
Church. Miss Holleman was appointed by Dr. Lubbers to represent Hope College at this meeting,
which was originally planned by
the General Synod to study the
work of denominations similar to
ours with a view to improving the
over-all organization.
The meeting will take place in
the Hotel Grosvenor, New York
City. Each representative has been
asked to report on the work of
another church, and Miss Holleman
will present the program of the
Church of the Brethen.
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Retarded Children Sheltered
At Holland's Prestatie Huis

i

i

More Volunteers

and Equipment

by Una Hunt
"Hi honey! Take off the coat."
"What's 'ur n a m e ? "
" W h a t do you have t h e r e ? "
"See what I g o t ? "
"How do you like my ring? Isn't
it p r e t t y ? "
A barrage of questions flooded
my way as I opened the door of
the "not too new" white f r a m e
house a t 88 E a s t 13th Street. This
was Prestatie Huis, or "Achievement House," a day school for
children who are not able to learn
as f a s t as children of their own
chronological age because of a
mental retardation.
One of the youngsters who
greeted me upon entering was
blonde-haired "Linda," the newest
arrival to Prestatie Huis, who is
a lively, curious, little imp of a
child. She is continually bubbling
over with energy, and loves to
listen to music, to sing, and to
dance. During the times when the
children participate in their rhythm
band, Linda dances merrily around,
and sings the loudest of all. Linda
has an attention span of only a
few minutes, but is happiest when
listening to music. She sits at the
edge of a "beat-up" phonograph
concentrating, as hard as she is
able, on the sounds coming from
a cracked record, and a needle that
scratches.
Linda has been helped at Prestatie Huis by being able to hear
tunes, learn songs, and get along
with other children like herself.
How much more she will learn depends upon the amount of financial
aid and equipment Prestatie Huis
can afford.
Linda needs a new phonograph,
records, and piano music. These
"kids" love to sing and play musical games, but with a minimum of
equipment only a little progress
can be made.
Finger painting and coloring
form a great part in teaching the
children to express themselves and
helping a child's coordination. Supplies here too are inadequate.
Some of the schildren can write
the alphabet and spell their names,
but more classroom equipment is
needed. There is one blackboard
in a .small upstairs room where
only a few can learn at a time.
Blackboards and bulletin boards
would do so much good, even
though the child can concentrate
on lessons f o r only a short period
of time.

Needed

The eleven youngsters, cared for
at Prestatie Huis, although they
range in age from 6 to 14 years,
have minds of small children. Many
of them come from homes where
they are given things to occupy
their time, and to keep them out
from underfoot, rather than to
supply their needs. They need to
be loved, to feel secure, to learn to
share, and to control their egotistical desires.
These things are necessary to
help a mentally retarded child to
learn to live as a well adjusted
adult. But most of all, Prestatie
Huis needs funds and volunteers.
Mary Rhoades, director of this
beehive of activities, does not, and
could not be expected, to manage
eleven active youngsters by herself.
She relies heavily on the services
of college students for assistance.
Vounteer workers from Hope
help these children to attain many
of the goals of adulthood. They
engage the youngsters in various
activities such as weaving, spelling,
block-building, s i n g i n g , dancing,
coloring, cooking, and learning the
numbers. Some workers give two
or three afternoons each week to
play with Linda, and the others,
and to help them adju st to everyday situations.
To help a child color a picture,
build a tower of blocks, sing a
song, or beat a drum, is doing a
g r e a t service f o r the child, the
parents, the person this youngster
will become, and most of all for
yourself. A college student, f o r the
most part, looks upon volunteer
work as an activity for which he
gets no credit on his extra-curricular sheet, and takes up his "Precious study-time."
How wrong t h a t student is!
The rewards may not show on
your extra-curricular sheet or in a
test grade, but the experience of
being a volunteer is a g r e a t addition to the adult you will be someday.
Will you be one of those who
supply funds and materials, or hear
"Linda" as she greets you with,
"Hi honey, take off the c o a t ? "

RYPMA & TORP
SHELL SERVICE
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"Service Is Our Business"
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Corner 15th and River Ave.
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No
31%
Undecided .... 2%

From High School
To College"

Brown Elected
M A C S . G.Veep
On Saturday, March 10, the
spring meeting of the Michigan
Association of College Student
Governments was held on the
campus of Hillsdale Colleg*.
Representing Hope were John
Heins, chairman; Dick Brown, Gene
Klaaren, John Hood, Chuck Hesselink, and Reiko Kim.
In the afternoon elections, D!ck
Brown, sophomore student from
Herkimer, New York, was chosen
to serve as vice president in '57-'58.
The delegates present were favorably impressed by Dick's enthusiasm for more and bettor results to
evolve from the inter-governmental
meetings.
Other officers elected were Hank
Bova and Barbara Taylor of Alma
College to serve as president and
secretary respectively. R o b e r t
Burns from Olivet College was
elected treasurer.
The meeting was a i m e d a t
strengthening unity between the
various Michigan colleges by solving problems t h a t face the councils
and student bodies of the respective
campuses.

Jane K n a p p models her m u c h - t a l k e d of cap.

Our "Hats O f f " to
Knapp's Nurses Cap
E d i t o r s N o t e : Mi.s.s Jane
uated

from

ihr

Philadelphia

Hospital

School

1956 and

received

her.

1956.

H.A.

Degree

ing

patients

She

Ktuipi)

of

(',crieral

.\iirsing
her

in

R.N.

is studying

grad-

June.

in Decernnow

for her

in Education.

II hile

treat-

at the campus

clinic,

Miss

Among the days accomplish- Knapp has often been questioned about
ments, in the form of recommenda- the significance
of her unusual
nurses*
tions to the respective councils, cap. In reply to all of these inquiries.
were these:
Miss Knapp
explains
the meaning
of
1. A
recommendation
for a
sportsmanship award in the MIAA.

her cap in the following

article:

A f t e r one looks with bewilderment
at the headgear consisting of
2. The mutual exchange of Student Council minutes and college two rows of elaborate fluting and
papers among the MACSG member perched atop the head an almost
inevitable question is, " W h a t is
colleges.
Other unofficial proposals and t h a t ? "
" T h a t " is the cap or what is
suggestions which received attenmore
commonly called the "Double
tion were the exchange of chapel
speakers and a proposed MACSG F r i l l " worn by all g r a d u a t e s of the
Day to acquaint the various stu- Philadelphia General H o s p i t a l
dent bodies with the work of .the School of Nursing ever since the
school was started in 1885.
MACSG.
The registered nurses cap has an
Certain other changes in the asindividual quality that makes it
sociation itself will be the subject
possible f o r those of the profession
of an officers conference to be held
to spot the school of the woman
this week-end a t the Olds Hotel
who wears it. The caps of the
in Lansing, Michigan. Dick Brown
I,183 nursing schools in the U.S.,
and Gene Klaaren will represent
Puerto Rico, and Hawaii range in
Hope at this meeting.
style, material and design f r o m the

WTAS Program Schedule

Minneapolis — (ACP) — The
j u m p from high school into college
is a r a t h e r large one for many of
us. It's the final training step for
a young person getting ready to
make a place for himself in the
world. It involves many changes,
often requires residence away from
homo, new social a d j u s t m e n t s , and
in many instances a brand new
emphasis on study.
College requirements are nessarily strict, and most students find
they have to "knuckle down" and
"burn the midnight oil" quite a
bit longer than they did while attending high school. Many wish
they had spent more time studying
in high school so their a d j u s t m e n t
to college would bo a little easier.
Associated Collegiate Press decided to find out exactly how collegians feel when comparing high
school study with college study,
and asked the following question
of a representative national crosssection of college students:
If you had it to do over again,
would you study harder in high
school in order to better prepare
yourself for college sudy?
The results:
Men
Women Total
Yes
67%
53%
02%

35%
3%

Flash-Big Splash!

The figures indicate that many
college students a p p e a r to realize
the importance of^in adequate high
school preparation " a f t e r " they entor college. And in addition, this
realization seems to be more prevalent among the men.

Keep your eyes and ears open
for a reminder of the corec YMYW

['.

night

of

f u n on

Saturday,

April 13. Bowling, swimming, pingpong a r e on the agenda for the
evening.

The problem of organization of
time and study habits is perhaps
the most important thought in the
minds of those students who feel
they would indeed study harder in
high school if they had it to do
over. Many b e l i e v e h a r d e r
high school study would make college easier and thus more profitable. Others say t h a t curriculum
changes are needed in high school,
that many high school courses and
subjects are worthless. Still others
feel that the atmosphere is decidedly different, t h a t there is no
real pressure on ^ u d e n t s to study
hard in high school.

served.

Refreshments
Busses

will

leave

Hope Chapter N.C.P.
Initiates 5 Members
Recently the
the

National

initiated

Hope chapter of
Collegiate

five new

ated according to the established
rituals of N.C.P. a r e : Myron Brummol, Del Farnsworth, Zoe Gideon,
Marianne Hageman, and Aileen Me
Goldrick.
These new members bring the
total membership of the present
chapter to eight. The number is
small because the N.C.P., being a
national honor society, has established several definite requirements
for membership. First, a candidate
must acquire enough points f o r
eligibility according to a point system set up by the N.C.P. This includes both work backstage and
acting, f o r most of which no actual
credit hours are given. Then, f r o m
the eligible candidates, the local
chapter selects those names which
they wish to have submitted to the
national board may they be initiated into the society.
The Hope Chapter, established
in 1951 is one of the many in college and universities throughout
the nation. Besides being a society
for the recognition of exceptional
work, the Hope chapter is an active
organization with Marlin Vander
Wilt as president and Zoe Gideon
as secretary. They are the leaders
of Palette & Masque, the dramatic
club on campus, and are planning
a banquet and reading recital to be
held in May.

Wednesday: on air 0:30 p.m.
7:00-l 1:00 — Moonlight
Serenade
11:00-12:00 — Study music
T h u r s d a y : on air 0:30 p.m.
7:00-11:00—Musical Varieties
11:00-12:00—Study music
F r i d a y : TBA
Music until 1:00 a.m. sign-off
S a t u r d a y : TBA
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D i r e c t o r , Dr. M o r r e t t e Rider
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event will take place.

Monday: on air 0:80 p.m.
7:00-ll:00 — Monday Evening
Melodies
11:00-12:00 — Study music

Sunday: TBA
Programs subject to change
without notice.

be

the YMCA in Muskegon, where the

V'' tafc..4

Tuesday: on air 0:30 p.m.
7:00-11:00 — Rock with Ray
show
11:00-12:00 — Study music-

will

school at 7:30 P.M. that night for

Here are a few typical remarks.
"1 did not realize how important
study was while 1 was in high
school; now 1 know better," says a
sophomore at Lynchburg College
(Lynchburg, Va.). "The transition
is really g r e a t , " is the way a junior
attending Louisiana State University (Baton Rouge) puts it, while
a sophomore at Southern Oregon
College (Ashland) has this to say:
"I would t r y to develop better
simple organdy "cupcake" of Bell- study habits so college would be
vue Hospital to the stiff mortar- easier." And a University of Neboard with twisted cord of the Uni- braska sophomore coed seconds his
versity of California School of feeling with this r e m a r k : "I feel 1
Nursing or the simple linen turned did not learn to study properly in
back cuff with blue stripe of the high school."
Yale University School of Nursing.
A sophomore coed at Christian
Contrary to popular thinking and College (Columbia, Mo.) states
belief, the black band on a cap is matter-of-factly t h a t she "came
not the mark of a registered nurse. from a school where we did more
A band is often added to the cap as partying than studying." But one
a means of distinction in t h a t par- of her classmates puts it this way:
ticular school between the student "I see now how little work it would
and the g r a d u a t e nurse.
have taken to make good grades
Cap wearing probably had some compared to the work I do in colbasis in the fashions current in lege." A Long Beach City College
Victorian England. Every properly (Long Beach, Calif.) f r e s h m a n
dressed lady wore some kind of cap coed feels, along with many other
when indoors. Today the cap is not collegians, t h a t "it is harder to
worn to cover the hair as was study in high school as not everyoriginally intended but r a t h e r it one is studying. In coltege it is
serves as a symbol of the nursing easier to study as everyone is in
profession.
the same general environment."
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Commentary On Hope
T o Japanese Classmates
Dear Girls:
It has been a year since I left
Ferris, girls and teachers. I can
hardly believe t h a t time goes so
fast. Time is just flying here faster
than airplanes. It seems to me that
my boat f o r America left Yokoh a m a a month ago, but it was
really seven months ago.
I suppose you would like to
know why I feel t h a t time flies so
fast. The school work, of course,
keeps me busy all the time, and besides awful lots of studying to do
we have many campus activities.
I never had so many activities
while at Ferris. If my memory is
correct, you have only a Spring
Speech Contest, an Athletic Meeting in the Fall, and Bazaars, besides every week's meeting of each
club. Here on Hope's campus, we
have so many, TOO MANY, things
to do.
Just a few weeks ago, the Annual Religious Emphasis Week was
held f o r all of us. I thought that
was a tremendous week. I attended
almost all the meetings during the
week. So, you know what happened
to me. I was getting behind in
each of my classes in spite of the
f a c t that I had to have some of
tests. I wished to have had just a
religious week without any classes,
without any outside reading and
assignments. We cannot have two
things completed at the same time,
can we? During this week, I had
lots of learning, which I could not
get from books. The Communion
Service, which brought the Week
to a fitting climax, was one I will
never forget. I would like to share
with you the feeling that the Week
brought to me, and I wish t h a t
you had been here f o r the Week.
The International Relation Club
had its Midwest Conference here
on Hope's campus. As I heard it
should be very good, I was in a
panel discussion and lecture under
the theme of "America and Russia,
Past, Present, Future." The discussion made me so ashamed of
myself, because I did not know
enough to discuss about the world
situation of its past and present.
What about American college
students? They are just like you
in some way. I have something to
ask you, before I tell you the
differences. What is your purpose
to go to college? Isn't one of the
purposes that you want to get a
good job a f t e r graduation? Isn't
a degree certificate from college a
good recommendation for your f u ture job? You have to decide your
major and what you want to be in
your future, before you go to college. Even in your freshman year
at college, you have to worry about
your job a f t e r graduation. Here
in America, it seems to me t h a t
they do not have to worry anything about their f u t u r e position
when they come to college from
high school. During school years

ANCH O R

some of them can change even
their m a j o r , if they do not like it,
and can t r a n s f e r easily to any college at any time. It should be done
a t the end of each semester, though.
You can never do it in Japanese
colleges. When they have studying,
they do it very hard, and when
they have recreation, they certainly
enjoy it. What do you do? Nothing but reading in the train, the
bus, the street-car, and wherever
students are, from Sunday to Saturday. I think this is the main
difference between colleges here
and in Japan. However, what
makes it so different? Isn't the
present situation in America and
Japan different in some way ? Isn't
it because of the different basis of
economic, culture, and social situation?
Girls, it's so wonderful f o r me
to be here. I certainly wish you
could come some day. I have too
much to tell you in one letter, so
till my next letter,
What are young men made o f ?
Sayonara,
Snips and snails.
Yoshie Ogawa
And puppy-dog's tails
That's that young men are made of!

Paul Pinter, Another
Typical Joe College

MEET HERE IN DEBATE

(Continued from page 1)
offices as a student: president of
the University of Wales Central
Student Representative C o u n c i l
1954-1955, president of the Students Representative Council 19541955, and a member of the executive committee of the Welsh Council of Students Christian Movement
1955-1956. In the 1955 Welsh
Speaking Debating Tournament, he
was a semi-finalist, and he represented his college in the debating
tournament organized by the National Union of Students in 19541955.
Gareth Morison Kilby Morgan,
23 years old, is a history student
at the University of Bristol from
which he will graduate in June of
this year. Since 1953 he has been
active in Bristol Union debates,
this year representing the Union
in the National Union of Students
Debating Tournament. He has also
participated in National Competition on behalf of Bristol University.
At Bristol he was a member of the
N.U.S. steering committee, an active member in the Student Christian Movement, and is presently
chairman of the National Union of
Students subcommittee and a member-elect of the N.U.S. executive
committee. Besides his full acamic and social life, he is a member
of the Special Air Service.
This debate will be a keen presentation as both Mr. Vanderjagt
and Mr. Winter are state oratory
winners. They have also been national winners. Mr. Vanderjagt
won the National Hearst Oratory
Contest in 1951 and Mr. Winter
won the National Peace Extemporaneous Contest in 1956. They have
had much experience in debating
as have our British friends.
Both the 11:00 A.M. and the 7:00
P.M. debates will be held in Hope
vited to attend.

BULFORD STUDIO
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
•

COLLEGE

52 East Eighth Street

Telephone 9608

T. KEPPEL'S SONS
E S T A B U S H E D

2

Though this one is not tall, his
zippy, happy walk and skill in the
relay and 100-yard dash certainly
do not remind one of a snail! His
tale may be a delightful joke that
he'd love to share, but can not
because of the language barrier,
so sings out a warm "Hello" and
beams a smile instead.
Paul like his sisters loves music
and has a rich background of information through his f a t h e r . He
plays the piano with intense feeling and is very conscious of any
imperfections. Until the piano was
sold, Paul spent many hours a day
practicing the eighty-eight and also
the violin which he studied for
four years.
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Music Dept. Expands

Steffens Announces
$$ Giants To Hope

In addition to the record collection which is available for student
We have recently been notified
listening, students will note that
by Mr. Henry Steffens, Hope Colmany of the music books from
lege Treasurer, of several g r a n t s
Graves library have been moved from various concerns which have
to form a departmental library. been received in February and
Miss Singleton, head librarian, and early March.
From the Standard Grocer Co.
Miss Holleman, Assistant Professor
of Music collaborated to choose of Holland, Hope has ^received the
the books, which are now on the sum of $1000, to be used by the
shelves in the Music Hall library. Department of Religion and Bible.
The E.I. duPont de Nemours &
It should be noted that catalog
Co. has presented to Hope $4000,
cards f o r these books have been
$2500 of which is to go to the
stampd to read Music Library.
Chemistry Department, and $1500
Song books, grade school series of which is to go to "general uses
books and children's music books of the college."
will be of most interest in Methods
Another major contribution is
courses taught by Miss Holleman, that from The First National City
but will also be valuable for stu- Bank of New York. They have
dent teachers. Piano scores and recently adopted a program for
symphony scores will be used in financial aid to higher education.
Music Literature courses. Books They base their contributions on
on music theory, history, biogra- the number of graduates of the
phies, etc., remain in the main college involved who have been in
library.
,
their employ for five years, or who
Future "Sing" directors may find have become officers as of Decemvaluable the Choral library, also ber 31 last year. The money is
begun this year f o r Hiss Holle- given at a per capita rate of $400,
man's Secondary Vocal Methods for this year, for each qualifying
class. This consists of all the selec- Hope Graduate. This g i f t is untions on the approved list f o r Class restricted.
In addition to these g r a n t s menB High School Festivals, and will
tioned,
Mr. Steffens reports that
be added to annually.
It is hoped t h a t many students there have also been several smaller
will use the collection of Music grants received within the same
books. Mr. Kooiker, Associate pro- period.
fessor of Music is in charge of the
arrangement of books and scores
in the departmental library. A
librarian is present every a f t e r noon f r o m 2:00- 5:00 to assist in
checking out of materials, which
can be kept for a two week period.

SYBESMA'S SERVICE
Dealer in Sinclair Products
WASHING AND GREASING
Corner 9th and College

HAVE YOUR DORM AGENT CALL
i

With the others he participated
in the October revolution then left
with his family in November for
Salzburg, Austria f o r two months
until they left f o r Camp Kilmer,
New Jersey.

2 4 6 5
FOR PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
THE HOUSE O P S g W C E

Paul was unhurt in the national
riots, but was seriously burned and
was blinded f o r two months from
an explosion in his home that
precipitated a riot from father.
Someone must have told him all
learnings come through experience,
so he tried mixing chemicals that
didn't appreciate the outside help
and reacted violently enough to
n» cessitate any operation.
His school was for boys only and
therefore he was an excellent student during school hours. It was
those visits between and a f t e r
classes across the street to the
girls school t h a t teachers wrote
about in the not too infrequent
letters to his parents. One of these
notes concerned a window that
moved into the path of a football
he had kicked.
His academic interests include
physics, chemistry, biology, and
Latin. Sound like a doctor? Well,
perhaps. His f u t u r e is a large
question mark now, but he is interested in this field, particularly
in experimental medicine.
Paul is very adaptable to new
situations as evidenced by the
American flashy ties and sports
jacket and the haircut. He likes
to hunt, fish, swim, walk. Except
f o r his difficulty in explaining verbally what he wants to say, his
only immediate problem is this:
how to comfort the sad brunettes
when they discover he likes only
blonds. Any suggestions?

Discover now how your abilities will fit
into the ever-expanding conununications industry when you're ready to start
your business career.
For a personal appraisal of your future
prospects in this vital industry, call or
visit your Placement Counselor now
and arrange an interview with our representatives. They'll be on campus soon
to talk with—

SENIOR MEN AND WOMEN
interested in
Public Contact Work
Management
Personnel

Technical Fields

Writing

Accounting

1867

G O O D FOOD

BUILDER'S HARDWARE . . . BUILDER'S SUPPLIES

G O O D SERVICE

VOGUE RESTAURANT
REASONABLE PRICES

MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
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HOPE

Review Of
Dr. Tillich's Address
hy Eugene

TeHeneppe

Hope was well represented on
March 16 at the Michigan Student
Christian Convocation which was
held in Calvin College. Dr. Paul
Tillich, recognized as one of the
leading theologians of the day, was
the main speaker. In the morning,
he posed "The Basic Religious
Question of our Period", and in
the afternoon, he gave what he
considers the Christian answers to
this question.
The re-discovery of "the dimension of d e p t h s " (finding meaning
which transcends our finite worlds
and lives; learning to consider men
as "selves", not things; and finding ultimate goals which can make
life m e a n i n g f u l ) is the basic religious question of our day. We
must be careful not to confuse it
with lesser questions concerning
religion, such as how many people
go to church, how can we make
people believe in God, or can religion solve all of our psychological
and social problems? These questions tend to make religion a tool
r a t h e r t h a n an end in itself.
Christianity can answer this basic
question, as it has in each era since
its inception, but only if its symbols are translated into answers.
If we are unwilling to translate
Christian symbols, we shall find
people rejecting and discarding
them because they fail to have
meaning and do not apply to our
lives. The radical religious doubt
of our day may rove to be the real
test of Christianity's meaning and
claim to universitality. The real
message of Christianity is t h a t of
a new reality within the conditions
of present reality. God, the Creative Groud of all Being, is here and
now, as well as in the past and
f u t u r e . The eternal — the dimension of depths — can break through
time at any point, now as certainly
as it did in the past.
Here are a f e w samples of Dr.
Tillich's t r a n s l a t i o n s :
God — "the Creative Ground of
All Being"
Faith — "being grasped of an
ultimate concern"
Soul — "the unity of the self"
It should be mentioned, in fairness to Dr. Tillich, t h a t these
definitions take on meaning only
in the total context of his thought.
Isolated, as they are here, they
tend to appear wholly inane.

TULIP RESTAURANT
59 East 8th St.
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Hope Attends "Evening
Of P h y s i c s " a t Western
The annual "Evening of Physics,"
held this week a t Western Michigan University, was attended by
about 14 Hope College students
accompanied by Professors Kleis
and Frissel. The meeting consisted
of a dinner which was followed by
an address and by demonstrations
of various principles of physics by
students of area colleges. First
and second prizes were awarded in
a demonstrations competition.
Last year no demonstrations from
Hope were entered. Two years ago
the first prize was won by a Hope
College student. Demonstrations
this year were entered by Keith
Brower, Howard Voss, and Richard
Brockmeier, whose project was a
"Sound Analogy of Michelson's Int e r f e r o m e t e r . " This is an intricate
system of m i r r o r s used to analyze
sound waves. It is a fine demonstration a p p a r a t u s f o r many of the
principles of sound. Although actual design of this device is unique,
it is patterned a f t e r the Michelson
Interferometer, used in the study
of light.

Dr.

Robert

Charter Presented To
College Kiwanis Club
On

March

26,

the

Centennial

Room of the Warm Friend Tavern
will be the scene of the f o r m a l
presentation of the charter to the
Circle K Club of Hope College by
the Kiwanis International.
The organizational meeting was
held

February

12, when

officers

were elected f o r a one-year term.
Those elected were: Harold Van't
hof, president; Bill Swartz, vicepresident; Phil Toppen, secretary;
George Worden, t r e a s u r e r ; and f o u r
directors, Charles Thomae, Dave
Kuyers, Pete Hoek and John Klaasen. Dr. Lawrence Green and Mr.
Paul Reid are serving as advisors
to the group.
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Sororities Plan
Future Meets
Tonight, March 22, A.S.A. will
be the guest of the Dorian society.
The Dorians, under the chairmanship of Jo-Ann Barton, have planned a Minstrel Show f o r the freshmen girls. The show will be staged
in the Julianna Room at Durfee.
Delphi will also enjoy a joint meeting this evening with the Cosmopolitan F r a t e r n i t y i n D u r f e e
Lounge.
On Wednesday, March 27, Sibylline will be hostess to A.S.A. at
their joint meeting.
Chairman,
Anna Geitner has ' selected the
theme "My F a i r Lady" around
which the p r o g r a m will be centered.
Sibylline has announced the election of two new reprsentatives to
the Pan-Hellenic Board due to the
resignation of the Senior and
Junior representatives. Mary Hunter is the newly elected Junior
representative and Sue Underwood,
the Senior representative.

The Circle K Club is an international organization of college men
whose objects are to encourage and
promote the following ideals:
To give primacy to the human and spiritual r a t h e r t h a n
Dr. James Kerr Pollock, w h o addressed W e d n e s d a y ' s
4 t h hour
to the material values of life.
assembly on t h e t o p i c , ' ' A f t e r
To encourage the daily living
COLLEGE GRADUATES
Adenaeur, W h a t ? "
of the Golden Rule in all huSalary $4802 to start
man relationships.
State Government Offers
To develop, by precept and exComprehensive Training Programs
PENNY CARNIVAL
ample, a more intelligent agin
(Continued from page 1)
gressive and serviceable citiINSTITUTION MANAGEMENT
zenship.
takes a girl and money to get him
PROPERTY APPRAISING
To provide through Circle K
out.
Clubs a practical means to f o r m
BANK EXAMINING
A variety program, to conclude
enduring
friendships,
to
renthe night, is being planned by Pris
INSURANCE EXAMINING
der altruistic service and to
Boelhouwer. The music and comedy
20 or more positions to be filled
build better communities.
acts will be centered around the
The Holland Kiwanis Club, as between May and July. These positheme "Alice's Tea P a r t y " . Retions involve intensive on-the-job
f r e s h m e n t s will be served by the the sponsoring organization, h a s
taken an active interest in the or- development p r o g r a m s leading to
Hope-ives and the Y's.
ganization of Circle K on Hope's professional s t a t u s in a given geld.
Tomorrow night, follow the rabApplicants must be college gradcampus.
bit down the holeand join the f u n
uates
by June, 1957.
Weekly meetings are held each
with "Alice in Wonderland."
Tuesday night at 6:30 in the Kletz. Applications must be submitted by
All interested men are invited to April 3. Write to Michigan Civil
Service, Lansing 13.
attend.
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UCLA

A n n o u n c e s Contest

Colloid,

Surface

Chemistry

July 1 is the deadline f o r a contest in colloid and surface chemist r y among college u n d e r g r a d u a t e s
sponsored by

the

University

of

Southern California and the Continental Oil Co. of Houston, Texas,
and Ponca City, Oklahoma.
Students of chemistry and chemical engineering in
colleges

and

all

accredited

universities

in

the

United States and Canada are eligible if they are full-time underg r a d u a t e s on April 1.
A 5,000-word report on original
research in the fields of colloid or
surface chemistry or an essay on
"The Contribution of Albert Einstein to Colloid Chemistry" may be
submitted f o r a $500 first prize,
$200 second prize, $100 third prize,
excellence prize of $500 or honorable mention prizes of $50.

The

excellence prize may also be awarded to the best entry if it satisfies
exceptionally

high

standards

worthy of $1,000.
E n t r y blanks may be obtained
immediately f r o m Prof. K. J. Mysels a t the University of Southern
California. Awards will be announced and distributed by anonymous judges by Sept. 1.
As contest chairman. Dr. Mysels
is being assisted by an advisory
committee composed of V. K. LaMer, Columbia University; J. W.
Williams, University of Wisconsin,
and A. C. Zettlemoyer, Lehigh University.

MEYER MUSIC HOUSE
For Things Musical

HUNGRY... ?

CONSERVATION TRAINEES
($4802 to start)

THE KOFFEE KLETZ

CHEESEBURGERS —

GAME BIOLOGISTS
FISH AREA BIOLOGISTS

CHEESE SANDWICHES

FISHERIES BIOLOGISTS

HOT CHOCOLATE

Must have graduated by June. File
SODAS AND SUNDAES — ROLLS AND COFFEE
applications by March 27 listing
jobs in which you are interested.
Write to Michigan Civil Service,
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A & W ROOT BEER
DRIVE IN

68 East Eighth Street

"A Friendly Welcome Awaits You"

Open 7 A.M. to 7 P.M.

399 River Avenue
THE HOME OF HOLLAND'S
BEST HAMBURGER

BOONE'S
CITY KITCHEN
G O O D FOOD
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Holland, Mich.

WATER CONSERVATIONISTS

These Attractions
HAMBURGS —

17 W. 8th

GEOLOGISTS

IS READY TO SERVE YOU

SOUPS —

Est. 1872

CATER TO HOPE STUDENTS

Closed Only on Sundays
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Kober and Andre look as they will
be able to help out. Bob Andre is
J
a pitcher and a good one and I am
Something unexplainable in the
us this year."
air last week made us hurry to
sure he will pitch something for Mr. Rein Visscher to ask whether
Coach De Vette isn't too sure a new menu was being tested. But
about the outcome of the season. this time our guess was wrong, and
"We have to have a first baseman continued sniffing finally led to
to fill that .position both in fielding Coach De Vette's office. We found
and batting and a second baseman. the Coach smiling and relaxed beWe have to get outfielders who can hind his desk, but with an expreshit which we didn't have last year. sion on his face that said clearly,
We have as good as chance as any- "You have had it." Having a real
one in the league. It's still pretty sense for news, we recognized the
much of a toss-up between every- 'unexplainable something' and tried
one until we see how our staffs to get the scoop. This did not take
develop. Andre, Kober and Kaat very long. Happily Coach De Vette
have to gome through for us to announced the formation of a Facback up Vanderlind. Since we play ulty Volley Ball Team (F.V.B.T.).
double headers, we always need Stimulated by the success of the
Albion Faculty Basketball Team
four pitchers to go".
that won the intramural competi"Kalamazoo and Albion will be
tion, Hope's Faculty had decided
our toughest competition as they
to meet and defeat the students on
both have about the same team as
their own territory (athletics) to
last year. Alma is also a tough
prove their overall superiority.
team. They have won or tied for
Asked whether anything had been
the last 5 years; we tied in two
decided on the training and comyears '53 and '54. They won in
petition of the team. Coach De
'52, '53, and '56. They are perennial
Vette gave us the following inpre-season favorites but you really
formation:
can't make any predictions until
The F.V.B.T. will consist of the
everyone has played a few games."
following players:
We would like to wish Coach De
Vette and his team a successful 1. Mr. Prins (English); his ability
season. Right now all is quiet on
for sharp cracks will make him
the Western Front, but not for
a dangerous man at the net,
long!
and once he has learned how to

Fun for Facultv

Russ DeVette
Interviewed
Hope College should have a good
season in baseball this year. 28
men are out for the squad. The
team is backed by 10 returning
letter men. They are: Dave Woodcock, catcher and captain, Mert
Vanderlind, pitcher. Jack Kempker,
outfield, Carl De Vree, second base.
Art Olson, third base, Ron Wetherbee, outfielder. Jack Faber, shortstop, and Jerry and Arnold Boeve,
both outfielders. Hope's squad is
also backed by several men returning into uniform: Vern Zuverink,
catcher, Dick Morgan, first base,
Ron Bolthius, outfield, Rob Verduin, first base and pitcher. Bob
Andree, a transfer from GRJC and
a good pitcher. Jack Krauss, Ron
Bulhuis and Jim Cooper, a track
letterman who decided to try baseball this year. The rooster is filled
out by 11 freshmen: Garry Bylsma,
Don Cooper, Vern Essenberg, Marhall Elzinga, A1 Kober, Jim Kaat,
Ed Marks, Ralph Seymer, Daryl
Siedentop, John Tysse and Tim
Vandermel.
So far Coach
can't be sure how
work out. "The
really seen are

COLLEGE

Russ De Vette
the new men will
only guys we've
pitchers. Kaat,
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spike 'em, (according to the
Coach) he will be terrific. His
experience with the Military
Police and his insight into the
relationships of men w e r e
Basketbah, handball, and bowlenough to make him Co-Cap- ing, t h e winter interfraternity
tain.
sports, are in their final stages.
2. Dr. Brown (Spanish, German); Basketball will be completed next
besides his length Mr. Brown Monday, while handball and bowlposesses a c a l m n e s s unsur- ing are already completed. Volleypassed; his knowledge of lan- ball will begin in a week or two.

Winter Intramurals
Coming To A Close

guages will enable him to give
The' Fraternal Society, last year's
commands incomprehensible to basketball champions by a narrow
the opponents; Co-captain.
margin; have run away with it this
year.
So far they have lost only
3. Rev. Ponstein; this aggressive
and quick man has (temporari- one game in the overall standings,
ly) joined the ranks of the Gen- over against sixteen victories. The
tiles in order to beat the pagans Knickerbockers are in second place,
the Cosmos third, the Emmies
(intellectually speaking).
fourth, and the Arkies in the cellar.
4. Dr. Folkert (Math.).
The Fraters also captured the
5. Dr. Frissel (Physics); these two
handball trophy. Harry Voss went
eminent men will form an inall the way to his second straight
separable team, of great value
singles championship. Fraters Matt
to the F.V.B.T.; together they
Peelen and Dick Gantos also made
will be able to make on-theit two years in a row in doubles.
spot-decisions in what plane
The Knicks finished second, the
under what angle and with what
Emmies and Arkies tied for third,
force the ball must be anticiand the Cosmos last. Bowling, alpated.
though not yet out of the way at
6. Dr. Ivan Dykstra; his critical
the deadline of this issue, is being
thinking is expected to solve
dominated by the Cosmos. The
the "higher problems"; also his
Arkies, Emmies, and Knicks are all
continuous training with pieces
close. . The Fraters, who had to
of chalk makes him very valuforefit all their matches, finished
able.
last.
Line Coaches are Mr. Vander
Complete individual and team
Bush (Pol. Science; to avert posstatistics will appear in the next
sible pressure groups) and Coach
issue of the Anchor.
Brewer (because of his J.V. experiences).
The first practice is scheduled • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • r i i i i i i i i i ' i m
for Monday, April 1 at 9:30. Asked
whether such an early disclosure
of the F.V.B.T. would not be a disadvantage, Coach De Vette smiled.
Said he, "The students will not
have time to organize before
Spring recess. The faculty supports the F.V.B.T. loyally and has
promised to keep the students too
busy with exams and outside work
M O D E R E N E T T E
to think of anything else."
This w s enough foTlis. We'did
not want to hear anything about
a possible faculty band, faculty
cheerleaders, etc. The issue is too
important; imagine what it would
mean if the F.V.B.T. won. We
would be at the mercy of the faculty; They would set the rules for
us, i.e. study, study, study, and
take care of the athletics themselves. No, there is only one thing
to do for us students:
"Get on the ball."
April Foot by Hank Van Essen

Students —
— here's a

Swedish

GENERAL MOTORS

JUNE GRADUATES
A General Motors Representative
will be on hand to answer your questions
about job opportunities with GM

LAMP

For Table or W a l l

DIAMONDS
'

April 10

•

WATCHES

fibre glass shades
-V,

1

SILVERWARE
Our College Representatives speak
for all of our many decentralized
divisions throughout the country.
They are familiar with career opportunities throughout the entire
organization, including staff and

divisional operations, and can answer your questions fully.
We cordially invite June graduates,
and those graduating this summer,
to arrange an appointment through
your College Placement Office on
one of the above listed dates.

in colors

FOX'S

$4S0

JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS

Telephone

6-6633
12 West Eighth Street

G M Positions now Available in:

metal base —

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

De Fouw's
Electric Shop

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING • MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
•• • • m i i m i

•••

METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING-• CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
.

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

• INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

CHEMISTRY • PHYSICS • CERAMICS
MATHEMATICS A N D ACCOUNTING

ODORLESS
DRY
CLEANING

ECONOMY
LAUNDRY
SERVICE

AND

STUDENT ECONOMY SERVICE

GENERAL MOTORS
Salaried Personnel Placement, Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan

FIRST FIVE POUNDS, $1.12
EACH ADDITIONAL POUND, 12c
SHIRTS FINISHED IN THIS BUNDLE 17c EACH

ADDITIONAL

PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

MODEL LAUNDRY, INC.
97-99 East 8th

Phone 3625

j j j j
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Outlook Hopeful
For Spring Track
With spring comes the annual
pilgrimage to the mecca of all good
trackmen, the cinder pathways and
the sawdust pits. This spring we
can briefly summarize the prospects f o r the coming season and
look back over w h a t we have done
in the previous one.
It is only fitting t h a t we begin
with the coach since it is through
his help and untiring efforts t h a t
a team is made. This year, very
capably serving in this capacity is
coach Gordon Brewer, who himself
ran f o r Hope in his undergraduate
days.
Last year a r a t h e r small team
was coached to a second place in
M.I.A.A. competition by "Doc"
Green, who, this year will help
with the field events if his classroom schedule will permit. Albion
s t r o n g in running and field events
copped the championship, but Hope,
in a small but powerful nucleus can
say she had champions. Captain
John DeVries, although denied a
chance f o r supremacy because of
injury, did much to strengthen
Hope in the broad-jump and polevault. Dave Spaan won the 440
yd. dash, while Paul Wiegerink
took two firsts, one in the 220 yd
low hurdles and the other in the
100 yd. dash. Not to be kept out
of the winner's circle, Jim Hilmert
won the 120 yd. high hurdles to
give Hope an impressive number
of firsts. Peter Bylenga also came
t h r o u g h f o r Hope, r u n n i n g well in
the dashes. In the distances and
middle distances we had Herb Widmer. Jack Walchenbach, Ron Den
Uyl, and Carroll Bennink, all of
whom did a very fine job.
This year the m a j o r i t y of these
lettermen are r e t u r n i n g to give
Hope a very strong nucleus to
build on. Hope has back also the
men who held up the field events
with their fine performances. These
include Jim Hilmert, Bill Brooks t r a , L a r r y Ter Molen, and Curt
Menning. The new men include:
in the pole-vault, Rolland Schut
and Chuck Elzinga; in the broadjump, J a n Robbert; in the weights,
William Huibregtse; in the dashes,
J i m Menzer; in the q u a r t e r mile,
V e r s t ; in the long and middle
distances, H a r r y Wristers, John
Needham, and Harold Gazan.
All home meets are run on the
track a t 22nd St. and Maple Ave.,
with all the events t h a t require
pits t a k i n g place on the field next
to Carnegie Gymnasium. These
pits have been approved and will
greatly facilitate practice f o r the
high-jump, broad-jump, and polevault.
Hope opens the season against
Olivet on April 13th, a t home.
This year Hope has a lot of
potential strength in many events,
and as shown by last year's team
it isn't quantity t h a t counts but
quality. With this in mind Hope
can look forward to a very successful season.

WHITE
CROSS
BARBER
SHOP

WOMEN'S SPORTS
SEASON ROUNDUP
One of the highlights in women's
sports the season has been bowling.
The results of this sport a r e as
follows: Ruth Lanning, a f r e s h m a n
had the highest average which was
124. Second was P a t Bont, a senior
with an ayiprage of 123. Tied f o r
third place were f r e s h m e n J a n e t
Owen and Cynthia Vandermyde
with an average of 118.
The high scorers in badminton
singles are B a r b a r a Van Putten
with three wins and Nella Swart
with two wins.
The high scorers in badminton
doubles are Mary Hoffmeyer, Winona Keizer with five wins. Tied f o r
second place are E r m a Van Dyke,
B a r b a r a van P u t t e n ; Ellyn Arendsen, and Carolyn Scholten with
three wins.
U n i d e n t i f i e d H o p e s t u d e n t s t a k e a b r e a k f r o m t h e i r studies a t G r a n d
Haven's p o o l .
C o - s w i m was s p o n s o r e d by W . A . A . , W o m e n ' s A t h l e t i c
On Wednesday, March 13 there
Association.
T h i r t y - f i v e men a n d w o m e n w e r e i n c l u d e d in the g r o u p ,
was a co-swim night sponsored by
a record swim a t t e n d a n c e .
the W.A.A. The proceeds of this
— P h o t o by Vic A m b e l l a s
event go to CARE in conjunction
with the state project f o r the Athletic Recreation Association of
Michigan College Women. Hope
College is in charge of this plan.
The project is to collect money
The bowlers f r o m the CosmopoliThis year's I n t e r f r a t e r n i t y sports f r o m member schools of A.R.A.M.tan F r a t e r n i t y had virtually no competition has been hard and C.W. which will be used f o r CARE
packages of athletic equipment.
trouble in sweeping all t h e i r
close right f r o m the beginning.
On Wednesday, March 20, Miss
matches on the alleys and coming
With
better
han
half
the
race
run,
Breid,
B a r b a r a van Putten, presihome with the I n t e r f r a t bowling
trophy. Their team, comprised of the Cosmos and F r a t e r s share the dent of W.A.A., Joyce Leighley,
Jim Evers, J a n W a g n e r , Warren lead with 29 points apiece, being secretary of W.A.A. and J a n Evert,
Plaggemars, Ed Bredeweg, and Phil closely followed by the Knicks a member of the tennis team met
with other M.I.A.A. member colToppen had a per g a m e average
with 27. The Emmies and Arkies
leges to assist in planning the
of 159.65 pins.
are the tailenders with 18% and womens M.I.A.A. tennis and archf
Warren P l a g g e m a r s posted h o
ery tournament which will be held
high individual game of the tourn- 16% respectively.
Points are awarded according to May 17-19 a t Alma College.
ament, rolling 216. Ken Brown of
the Knicks rolled 189-189-378 f o r final standings in the individual
the high individual series. T h e sports. In the m a j o r sports of
HHHOUNCm
Cosmos had the high team game,
football, basketball, volleyball, softQUICK SERVICE
861, and the high team series, 1663.
ball and track, the first place f r a t
OLD NEWS PRINTERY
The team averages per game
74 W. 8th St.
Phon* 2020
receives 10 points, second g e t s 8,
Cosmos 159.65
third 6, f o u r t h 4, and last 2. In
Knicks
139.44
the minor sports — tennis, golf,
Arkies
139.06
handball, bowling, and ping pong,
five points are awarded f o r first
Emmies 134.92
FOR YOUR NEXT PAIR OF
place, 4 f o r second, 3 f o r third, 2
F r a t e r s 132.92
f o r fourth, and 1 f o r last. In cases
Indies
124.38
SHOES
of ties, points f o r the two positions
Each team rolled five two-game in question are divided equally. All
try
series, and was awarded one point games payed with either the Semfor each game victory and one inary or the Independents go into
point f o r each series victory, with the standings, but these two groups
a half a point given in case of a do not compete f o r the All-Sports
game tie.
Trophy.

Knicks Two Points
Behind In Third

Cosmo Keglers Are

Intramural

Champs

BORR'S
BOOTERY

The intramural standings so f a r
a r s as follows:

Dutch JV's Bump Off
Hope College's J u n i o r Varsity
closed out its season by outrunning
Borr's Bootery, t o u r n a m e n t champions in the city Recreation B
League, and bumping them off 6047. Coach Gordon Brewer's cagers
wound up with a 6-5 record f o r
the year.
The Jayvees pulled ahead 20-7
in the first ten minutes and held
that lead all the way. A t half time
they were on top, 38-23. Though
they were outscored by Borr's 2224 in the second half, they did not
allow the city team to pull up within -striking distance.
A1 Kober notched 13 points to
lead the JV scoring. Van Es and
Kaat had 12 and 10 respectively.
Dave Kuyers led Borr's Bootery
with 12 and Jim Reemelts added 11.
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The leading " A " League individual scorers were:
Keith Emerson, Knicks
139
John Jeltes, F r a t e r s
123
Joe Martin, Knicks
122
Harold Ritsema, Emmies
Ill
Dale Schoon, Cosmos
98
Dave Kuyers, Cosmos
96
Jim Van Hoven, Seminary
91
Lou Benes, Seminary
90
Jim Hilmert, F r a t e r s
82
Jon Hamelink, Emmies
72
Individual High Game —
John Adams, Seminary, 28 points
Final " A " League Standings
W
9

L
1

Knicks

8

2

Cosmos

6

4

Seminary

5

5

Emmies

2

8

Arkies

0

10

Fraters

:

The individual scoring leaders in
" B " League were:
Matt Peelen, F r a t e r s

158

Ron Bolthuis, Emmies

132

Bob Andree, Arkies

120

Gord Hondorp, Arkies

106

A1 Grube, Emmies

101

Jim Bolthouse, Cosmos

86

J a y Ver Hey, Knicks

84

Dick Morgan, Knicks

80

Herb Widmer, Arkies

80

Ron Bekuis, Indies

77

Individual Game —
Matt Peelen, F r a t e r s 30 points
Final "B" League Standings
Fraters
9
Arkies
6
Emmies
5
Indies
5
Cosmos
3
Knicks
2

1
4
5
5
7
8

F r a t e r s ....9

2

2

5

Knicks

4

3

5

4

Emmies ....2

5

1
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Arkies
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H ER FST
One Place to Go For
PORTRAITS
CAMERAS, FILMS and
PHOTO SUPPLIES

Total

Cosmos

6

5

29

Fraters

10

1

29

Knicks

8

3

27

Emmies

4

4

18%

Arkies

2

Next to Dutch Mill Restaurant
7 W. 8TH STREET
PHONE 2664
We give S&H Green Stamps

' 16%

WE NEED YOUR HEAD
IN OUR BUSINESS

»•

«

- x

Qeautif

Salon

246 River Ave.

Phone 2828

GamfuU JlcuA QcuIuohI
Created by Stylists:
Shirley Fynewever
Loretta Giebink
Opal Manthey
Sunny Bouwman

8

POST'S BARBER SHOP

::

After 5:30 P.M. Friday, Leave Orders

•#
#.»

Next Door at Unema's Shoe Repair

I

MICHIGAN CLEANERS

160 E. 8th Street
Phone 4342

••

PoJ. nA. do. 44044/L A444n4M4
::

Welcomes
Hope Students
TEXACO PRODUCTS
TIRES — ACCESSORIES
MOTOR TUNE-UP
AND REPAIRS

PeMonaliUf.

Studio and Photo Supply

2 /2

Basketball Bowling

"2

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I

PRINS SERVICE

For . . . PHOTO FINISHING
For . . . GIFTS AND GREETING CARDS

For the second consecutive year,
the F r a t e r n a l Society has copped
the I n t e r f r a t basketball championship. This year they r a n away
with winning 18 games and dropping only two. Their A and B
teams each posted 9-1 records.
Their closest competitors were the
whose overall m a r k of 10-10 gave
them second place. The Cosmos
finished third with 9-11, the E m mies f o u r t h with 7-13 and t h e
Arkies trailed with 6-14. The noncompeting Seminary and Independents each had 5-5 marks.

Football Tennis Golf H'dball

Borr's Bootery Five

»*•

8
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Fraters Basketball
Champs Again

CLEANING FOR LESS — SAVE UP TO 45%
Garments Insured — Fire and Theft

I. Hollemans, Prop.
».»

232 River Ave.
•f

Holland, M i c h .

i

ft)

